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Abstract. Mobility and security are major features for both current and
future network infrastructures. Nevertheless, the integration of mobility
in traditional virtual private networks is difficult due to the costs of
re-establishing broken secure tunnels and restarting broken connections.
Besides session recovery costs, renegotiation steps also present inherent
vulnerabilities. In order to address these issues, we propose a new dis-
tributed mobile VPN system called SEcured MObile Session (SEMOS).
Based upon our CLOAK peer-to-peer overlay architecture, SEMOS pro-
vides security services to the application layer connections of mobile
users. Secure and resilient sessions allow user connections to survive net-
work failures as opposed to regular transport layer secured connections
used by traditional VPN protocols.
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1 Introduction

Mobile devices and wireless networks have progressively provided increased con-
nectivity for users. However, such extended connectivity often comes at the
expense of vulnerabilities to attacks such as eavesdropping. Malicious users
can infiltrate public open networks and attack legitimate traffic. Virtual Pri-
vate Networks (VPN) are offering high security to the network traffic [1]. Tra-
ditionally, these systems allow the user to securely and remotely communicate
with its Intranet through insecure public networks such as the Internet. Secu-
rity services provided by these infrastructures are robust against malicious users
attacks. However, traditional VPNs fail to support users’ mobility. Indeed, net-
work failures automatically break-up secure tunnels and involve a subsequent
renegotiation that is then necessary to re-establish broken tunnels. This renego-
tiation requires expensive computational operations in order to restore tunnels
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as well as transport-layer and application-layer connections. This phase of nego-
tiation causes not only significant latency but also presents risks of Man-In-The-
Middle (MITM) attacks. Traditional VPNs can not therefore effectively operate
in dynamic and mobile environments. In addition, lack of means, disrupted-
environments and unsteady networks, due to both poor-quality devices and
technical skills deficiency, are pervasive in developing countries, particularly in
Africa. In these areas, secured resilient sessions are needed to overcome both
security and performance issues inherent to connection disruptions.

In this paper, we propose a new mobile VPN-like system called SEcured
MObile Session (SEMOS). This system is designed to support both the mobility
and the security of SEMOS entities. We have implemented a prototype and have
tested and evaluated it by running experiments upon an emulated mobile net-
work. We have compared its features and performances to three other existing
solutions namely HIP, N2N and MOBIKE that propose open source implementa-
tions. Results show that our solution provides more features and exhibits better
connection resumption performances.

This paper is an extended version of our previous work presented at Wireless
Days 2012 in Dublin [2]. This new version includes an exhaustive state of the art,
a more detailed description of the SEMOS underlying P2P overlay network called
CLOAK and a comparative evaluation of three existing similar and open source
solutions (i.e., HIP, MOBIKE and N2N), with respect to features and latency
performances. In addition, we have extended MUSeS properties by adding several
useful design features. In order to avoid name conflicts, we have also changed
the name of our solution from MUSeS in [2] to SEMOS in this paper.

2 Related Work

Up to now, several mobile VPN solutions have been proposed in various research
papers. In this section, we study some interesting existing solutions that address
the design of mobile VPNs. Mobile VPN systems based on both IPsec [3] and
Mobile IP [4] have been proposed several times such as in [5–8], in order to
attempt to overcome the inherent mobility drawbacks of traditional VPNs.

Nevertheless, as explained in [9], many problems arise from the combina-
tion between IPsec and MobileIP. In order to overcome these problems, a
model has been proposed which is based on the use of two HAs (internal
HA and external HA) and two FAs (internal FA and external FA) by Vaarala
et al. in [10]. However, this model imposes the use of three imbricated tunnels
({x-MIP{GW{i-MIP{original packet}}}}).

In addition, an IPsec-based mobile VPN requires n tunnels (n security lay-
ers) when there are n IPsec hops between the source and destination entities.
Therefore, the imbricated tunnels in such VPN systems have a negative impact
on their network performances (i.e., throughput, overhead, etc.).

In order to address IPsec mobility inherent issues, several improved schemes
based on the IPsec architecture have been proposed by Eronen et al. in [11,12],
or [13]. Based on security extensions to MOBIKE [11], the solution described
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in [13] combines secure connectivity and Mobile IPv4. This approach resolves
considerably the issues notified in [9] such as overhead, NAT traversal or mobility
problems due to the combination of IPsec and Mobile IPv4. These solutions are
however not free of scalability issues and network overhead that they inherit
from IPsec and Mobile IP.

The dynamic VPN approach proposed in [14] enables to use alternately
IPsec in Full-Mesh mode or in Hub mode with a centralized IPsec Gateway.
The first mode is only used when routing problems occur. This architecture
extends MOBIKE in order to support dynamic tunnels. However, this model is
not designed to support mobility.

Another proposal leveraging MOBIKE is presented by Migault in [15], where
they propose an alternative End-to-End security (E2E) architecture based on
their own MOBIKEX protocol, which extends the MOBIKE mobility and mul-
tihoming features to multiple interfaces and to the transport mode of IPsec.
Based on a topology organized in communities, peer-to-peer (P2P) mobile VPN
systems have also been proposed such as ELA [16] or N2N [17].

In opposition to most dynamic VPN systems, these systems have the advan-
tage to be fairly scalable and to have ability to communicate across NAT and
firewalls. Decentralized P2P VPN are flexible and self-organizing infrastructures
that enable users to create their own secure networks upon an untrusted network.
N2N and ELA topologies are very similar despite the fact that N2N is based on
the OSI layer two whereas ELA is based on the OSI layer three. However the use
of super nodes in N2N limits its full scalability as these nodes have a more impor-
tant role than the other nodes and thus they can weaken the overall strength of
the N2N network and may even break its connectivity if they fail. Freelan [18] is
a multi-platform and open-source peer-to-peer VPN that abstracts a LAN over
the Internet.

The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [19,20] is an architecture that provides
both mobility and multihoming services. HIP introduces a new name space that
enables the separation between the host identity, called Host Identity Tag or
HIT, and the host location.

3 System Description

3.1 Design

As shown in Fig. 1, SEMOS is a communication layer directly used by the appli-
cations. SEMOS is using another communication layer called CLOAK which
enables the creation and management of a P2P overlay network above any IP
network [21]. This system is designed to provide traffic security and session con-
tinuity. Applications produce data and send it to the SEMOS middleware. Data
is then sliced in packets that are encrypted and authenticated. Unlike IPsec
or TLS which rely on IP addresses to define the identity of the communication
entities, SEMOS relies on permanent device identifiers called names provided by
CLOAK. SEMOS can keep a user session active despite a connection disruption
and can resume an interrupted secure session.
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Fig. 1. Architecture overview.

3.2 Overlay

CLOAK is an architecture for building P2P overlay networks which are
autonomous and dynamic. A new peer can join any peer already inside the
overlay usually by setting up a transport layer connection such as TCP with
this peer. The new peer is then offered an overlay address which is unique and
dependent on its location in the overlay. These virtual addresses or coordinates
are taken from hyperbolic plane and used by a greedy routing algorithm for
forwarding the data inside the overlay.

A

A' B'

B

Routing Process

SEMOS session

CLOAK P2P Overlay

Mobile & secure connection

Fig. 2. Routing through the P2P overlay network.

CLOAK was originally defined in our paper [21], which presented the proto-
cols and modules of the architecture with details and reported simulation results
upon static and dynamic networks concerning routing success ratio, path length
and stretch, as well as DHT performances. The DHT scheme defined by CLOAK
is fully explained in our paper [22]. The Fig. 2 shows how a packet is routed over
CLOAK.
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3.3 Permanent Identifiers Details

The CLOAK system provides a lookup service based upon distributed tables
that consist of pairs defined as <IDCLOAK, @overlay>.

Figure 3 describes the mobility mechanism provided by CLOAK. When a
CLOAK node joins the network, it stores the pair <IDCLOAK, @overlay> into the
DHT, where IDCLOAK is its permanent identifier and @overlay is its virtual tempo-
rary address. Thus, after moving within the network or leaving the network, when
the node reconnects to the network, it will update the pair <IDCLOAK, @overlay>
by replacing its old address @overlay by its new address that determines its cur-
rent location. Only IDCLOAK, which is a permanent identifier, is used to identify
the endpoints of a session in order to keep sessions active despite connection
disruptions.
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Fig. 3. Mobility scheme based upon the CLOAK DHT.

3.4 Architecture

As shown in Fig. 4, the SEMOS system is based on four main components:

– The Session Security Module (SSM) manages security services such as confi-
dentiality, integrity and protection against replay attacks;

– The Session Reliability Module (SRM) is designed to provide fault-tolerant
secure user sessions; In a nutshell, SRM offers user session continuity service
that survives despite connection disruptions caused by lower layers failures;
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– The Local Connection Manager (LCM) handles multiple local TCP connec-
tions in order to support several simultaneous user applications;

– The Port Forwarder (PF) enables to forward destination ports into local ports
in order to intercept and process traffic and finally to send it.
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Fig. 4. Interaction between SEMOS components when receiving data.

Interruption Detection: When a connection fails, SRM has the ability to
detect and handle it (see Fig. 5). The destination’s unreachability detection is
made possible by an acknowledgment mechanism that is based on the exchange
of request-reply messages.

When there is a packet loss, detected by a lack of acknowledgment or a wait
timeout, the communication will be temporarily suspended. Each peer concerned
by an interrupted session attempts to reestablish the connection with the corre-
sponding peer. It sendsRe-Hello packets (see Fig. 7 that describes Re-Hello packet
structure) at regular time intervals to attempt to restart the disrupted session.

Session Identifier: When a mobile SEMOS entity wishes to communicate
with a remote corresponding node, these two peers compute together, in the
handshake phase, a unique value in order to singly identify each session fol-
lowing the same principle as with a socket connection. When Alice sends a
Hello message (see Fig. 6 that describes the Hello packet structure) to Bob to
start the communication (handshake phase), Alice generates a partial session ID
(pSessID-a) and sends it to Bob. After receiving pSessID-a, Bob also generates
a partial session ID (pSessID-b) and sends it to Alice. Each corresponding user
determines the final session ID (SessID) by concatenating the partial session
IDs: SessID = pSessID − a � pSessID − b, where � represents a concatenation
according to lexicographic order.
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Fig. 5. Failure detection and recovery mechanism.

Hello Packet
Header

Routing Header
Src ID = IDCLOAKSrc
Dst ID = IDCLOAKDst

Additional Header Fields
Packet Type = flag 0
RC P = Source port
DST P = Destination port
IsConnectionOK() = Yes / No

Payload % partial session ID
PSess ID = uuid() � SRC Port

Fig. 6. Hello packet structure.

Re-Hello Packet
Header

Routing Header
Src ID = IDCLOAKSrc
Dst ID = IDCLOAKDst

Additional Header Fields
Packet Type = flag 2
IsResumptionOK()=T/F

Payload
Sess ID = SEMOS ID
SEQ NBR = Last packet ID

Fig. 7. Re-Hello Packet Structure

The communication, identified by a SessID, can be therefore started between
the two actors. Precisely, a partial session ID (pSessID) is essentially computed
by a combination between a source port number (psN) and a peer ID (pID):
pSessID = psN � pID.

Secure Mobility: In our model, the concept of secure mobility is a way to allow
mobile users to keep an established secure session active when the underlying
system connection fails until a subsequent new connection is started. In other
words, when a user changes its location as shown in Fig. 8 or when its connections
are disrupted by network failures, the user session survives as long as necessary
to resume the communication.
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Fig. 8. User mobility with ongoing secure session.

4 Experiment

In order to assess those four VPN technologies in a mobility scenario, we have
used a tool called Network Emulator For Mobile Universes (NEmu), developed
by Vincent Autefage [23]. Furthermore, NEmu is an emulator that enables the
creation of virtualized roaming or mobile devices which is needed in our scenario.
The virtual machines run on top of QEMU using the Debian OS. QEMU virtual
hosts are interconnected by virtual switches emulated by the Virtual Network
Device (VND) software. In order to emulate roaming or mobile devices, NEmu
uses the Network Mobilizer (nemo) software module.

Table 1. Experiment results.

System Location
change

Average
latency

Maximum
latency

HIP 20 s 16 s 21 s

MOBIKE 20 s 13 s 19 s

N2N 20 s 49 s 92 s

SEMOS 20 s 4 s 11 s

We have used a minimal FTP-like application based on the OpenBSD ver-
sion of nc in order to experiment on the four different mobile VPN solutions
presented. Table 1 provides the average results of ten experiments for each of
the four systems. Location change duration showed in the second column is
the same for all systems, it is defined as a parameter in NEmu. The third col-
umn shows the average latency for each system over ten rounds of experiments.
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These results show that SEMOS has the smallest average and maximum values
for the latency due to communication resumption. Besides, failures do not cause
any packet loss despite the long duration of disruption.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a new solution called SEMOS for the simulta-
neous security and mobility of end-to-end connections. SEMOS is based on our
P2P overlay system called CLOAK which provides dynamic naming, address-
ing and routing services. SEMOS builds upon CLOAK to provide secure and
resilient sessions to the applications run by mobile users. In other words, user
sessions can be paused for any period of time and can be restarted without the
cost of renegotiating security parameters. In addition, SEMOS makes disrup-
tions at lower layers completely transparent to the user applications and to their
remote corresponding peers. The secured mobility and roaming of SEMOS user
communications is thus ensured. The SEMOS middleware is designed to support
several user applications simultaneously.

We have implemented a prototype of SEMOS as a middleware inserted
between user applications and our CLOAK P2P overlay middleware. Currently,
applications using the SEMOS API to implement secure and mobile sessions,
must be recompiled. Devices running these applications must also run the
CLOAK middleware and belong to a CLOAK overlay. SEMOS is implemented
in C and can be downloaded at [24].

We have compared its features to three existing similar solutions: HIP,
MOBIKE and N2N. We have also evaluated the performances of SEMOS and the
corresponding implementations of the other solutions in an emulated dynamic
network environment by using NEmu. We have shown that HIP is the closest
solution for providing all the functionalities offered by SEMOS. We have also
observed that the latency resumption of SEMOS was the smallest of the four
evaluated implementations, which places it as an interesting alternative to exist-
ing solutions.

Our future work will consist in completing and improving our current imple-
mentation as well as integrating a key management scheme suitable for dynamic
networks to provide the users with a means to exchange or generate secret keys
in-band. To this end, we have designed a key generation technique based on
the Shamir’s secret sharing method and using multiple disjoint paths in the
overlay, for creating a secret key without requiring certificates such as in Diffie-
Hellman [25]. We are currently evaluating this technique and we plan to insert
it in the negotiation phase of a SEMOS connection.
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